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SOLUTIONS FOR OPTIMIZING 
CUSTOMS AND BORDER 

PROCESSING

Streamlining Customs Risk 
Management Processes through 

the use of Data Analytics and 
Machine Learning

Webinar on Data Analytics for
Cross-Border Paperless Trade



60-70% of the important work 
relates to pre-processing….
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…before performing data analytics 
or implementing machine learning 
models.
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Entity names cleansing and canonicalization is fundamental to run more precise analyses 
without impacting the trade community

Challenges/ gaps

• A substantial number of rules operate on company names as various 
entities of the supply chain

• Subsidiaries, trading names and misspellings can obscure the true 
nature of an entity and avoid the entity triggering watch-lists and rules

Approach to consolidate

• Select an entity “canonical name” – see example on the right

• Run the derived data against your risk models to improve the quality of 
your results

• Show stakeholders both the declared name and the derived name. 
Cluster similar transactions based on the derived name to improve 
understanding and insights

Illustrative example

Entity resolution 
model

Canonical Name = 
“RYUSOBANKIN CO LTD”

Exporter_canon_ID = 1736

Predictive model run 
against 
Exporter_canon_ID = 
1736

Raw exporter 
name

Results: Effectively provides more precise entities 
without impacting the trading community, Participating 
Agencies, or changing policies, business processes or 
regulations.

Analyze – Data quality challenges

Select the most frequently occurring 
name in the set as the canonical name.

NOTE: Recommendations provided require availability of active software engineering development teams
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• Remove stop words (i.e., words that are typically filtered out before 
processing a natural language). For example: “the”, “a”, “an”.

• Remove words or letter clusters that span many different tariff codes. (Count 
word vectors that appear in more than about 10 HS8 classification; and 
manually determine if they can be added to a set of words/ phrases for 
exclusion. Recommend not fully automating that step; as the number of 
words or phrases that fit this criteria should not be more than 4-500, so can 
be done manually as a one-off step, with occasional maintenance.

• Remove numbers greater than 1000 (generally…..) as larger numbers are 
typically describing quantities; not the goods themselves

• Remove unhelpful words – country specific. Examples include:

Analyze – Data quality challenges

Goods descriptions data cleansing can be done through 1) use of general principles to 
remove misleading data and 2) methodological review of current models

• Using a pre-trained language model may be less effective than training the 
neural network using only goods descriptions, as word order of goods 
descriptions is atypical from normal sentence structure. (in any language)

• Don’t remove duplicates or similar descriptions from the training set – the 
sample size of a given description helps highlight the likelihood that the 
classification / valuation of a set is statistically correct (or all traders are 
biased towards one classification) Use this to your advantage to help 
determine the highest probability subset that a description can be grouped 
with.

• Repetitive data or description that cover many potential sets/ clusters. 
Determine if the repetitive sets are correlated to a certain HS code, or sub-
set of codes. If the set is non-correlated with the codes; exclude the 
transactions. For example, descriptions as the below should be excluded 
from any analysis as phrases like the above are impossible to interpret:

• General merchandise

• Freight of all kinds

• Goods as per invoice

General principles and advice
Suggested methodology recommendations for further 
experimentation

NOTE: Recommendations provided require availability of active software engineering development teams
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON 
UNITS OF MEASURE

CHALLENGES/ GAPS COMMON PROBLEM AREAS

Weights, quantities and values is a typical area of poor data quality given the multiple 
ways of expression, which can be avoided by performing validation checks

• Machine learning models operate poorly 
when trained against poor quality data. 
There are some key data fields which are 
important for multiple revenue models; they 
need checking or adjusting before running 
analysis.

• Poor data quality in Customs is ‘normal’. 
Resolving this properly is a policy issue; but 
there are some things that an analytics team 
can do to help while the longer term policy 
issues are addressed.

• Units of Measure

• Goods Descriptions

• Exporter Names

• Customs Value for Duty

• Gross and Net Weights

• Units of measure need to be correctly 
validated by the Customs system. There 
should be a 1:1 relationship between a tariff 
code and the tariff unit of measure, and any 
other units of measure applied to taxes

• For example diesel tariff unit of measure is 
barrels; but excise may be applied per litre or 
per gallon. The Customs system needs to 
validate the applicable units of measure and 
flag declarations whose quantities appear 
irregular BEFORE the declaration has 
been submitted

Analyze – Data quality challenges

1 2 3



Integrating data analytics within 
existing business processes

© TTEK Inc. 2020

• Feedback Loops
• Analyst Overrides
• Invisible embedding within operations
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Recommendation for presenting findings from any model to PCA teams

1. Run any model across at least 1 month of Customs data i.e. quite a large representative sample.

2. Make it easy for the PCA team to group transactions that have exceeded the model threshold for anomaly 
detection by any of/ or a combination of the following data elements:

3. For each transaction, calculate the potential revenue foregone which likely requires integration with the tariff. 
Formula:

{Declared tax paid} – {Predicted tax paid based on new HS code or valuation}= {Predicted Revenue foregone}

4. Tariff preferences, quotas and exemptions need to be taken into account with this calculation. If the value is 
negative; this may highlight some revenue leakage. Now remove some transactions based on the models 
classification confidence, and where the revenue foregone is low. Set a de-minimus; SAR 10,000 for example.

5. Feed the resultant set to PCA which are the test of highest quality and highest confidence transactions that you 
have. Aggregate them by importer or broker and sort from high to low values; so that PCA know exactly who and 
what to target.

6. When aggregating data; use name similarity models to group names of the same company that are described in 
many different ways. This is common for exporters names, which are commonly free-text fields and not validated 
against a local Tax Identification Number or similar. This aligns with recommendation to canonicalize entity names.

Exporter Name Importer Name Broker/ Agent Name

Country of Origin Commodity Code/ Quantity/ Price Port of Entry

Act – Delivery of insights to stakeholders 

Tips and advice when presenting results to stakeholders: How to present machine learning 
model analysis e.g., misclassification (and undervaluation) data and results

Main customers of models

• Two main customer groups

1. Customs inspectors working at the 
checkpoint

2. Post clearance audit (PCA) officers working 
to select companies for audit

• A PCA officer needs is actionable intelligence; 

providing a list of suspicious transactions to 

examine and verify is time consuming to review. 

The Advanced Analytics team can perform this 

raw data classification checking role if necessary, 

as part of the model manual testing process. 

• Note: group 1 also require actionable 

intelligence; the main difference between the 

groups being that PCA team can receive results 

in bulk after the transaction has been 

completed; whereas Customs inspectors will 

request insights in near real-time before the 

goods leave the Customs controlled area.
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Relevance of feedback codification

• Measures the likelihood that Customs are completing the requested 
task in accordance to standards

• Defines if models are able to identify the expected risks: 

• E.g. Is a misclassification rule identifying misclassification cases, or 
misdescription of goods cases?

• Identifies the predictive power (“hit rate”) and assess the outcomes 
compared to random selections

• Provides a view on the items being identified/ reassessed and compares 
to the outcomes of the model

• Identifies which indicators are more / less effective at identifying risks

• Enables dynamic calibration of models based on findings. E.g.

• Adjusts the thresholds lower for effective indicators, and higher for less 
effective indicators

Recommendations 

• Reform all Post clearance Audit or Inspection reporting business process 
so that inspectors select from a list of codified options when describing 
what they found, and what they did next; and the declared items that 
were involved in the finding.

• The key to a Customs inspection report is to identify the following:

• What issues did the officer find?

• Which declared items do the findings relate to?

• What subsequent actions were taken?

Adapt – Obtaining actionable feedback from Customs to improve models 

Customs officer or PCA analyst feedback needs to be codified so that it’s easy to interpret 
and analyze
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Challenge

• As models are deployed in production, and their effectiveness becomes 
evident; the Advanced Analytics team need to be prepared to defend 
their methodologies.

• Currently, the setting of threshold/ cut-off points in models to 
determine whether a transaction and acceptable, or unacceptable is 
somewhat arbitrary (estimated by the model developer). This approach 
makes sense, but is not defendable if disputed. 

• Additionally; our experience often finds that predictive model 
confidences can be pessimistic. i.e. the model is actually better than 
the confidence measure suggests.

Recommendation

• ‘Dynamic scoring’ or ‘dynamic thresholding’: once inspection data has 
been collected, the team can develop some mathematical models to 
determine if thresholds should be changed based on real-life inspection 
outcomes. 

• Needs to be performed in a very granular way depending on the 
model. i.e. 

• For classification; dynamic thresholds would be calculated for each 
Tariff Code. 

• For Valuation; thresholds are calculated for each canonical goods 
description; of which there will be millions. 

• These dynamic thresholding models are resource intensive; so we 
recommend that they are run as a nightly batch process. Tuning 
thresholding models occurs gradually over an approximately 6-month 
period.

Poor Data      Undervalued      Acceptable    Overvalued     Poor data

Adapt – Obtaining actionable feedback from Customs to improve models 

Automatic adjustment of thresholds and cut-off’s is key to enhance the power of effective 
indicators in certain scenarios

Example of where 

thresholds need to be 

set for an 

undervaluation 

model. Identical 

challenges exist for all 

other models.
Determining precisely where the threshold 

between poor data, undervaluation, 
acceptable valuation, and overvaluation 

needs a more rigorous scientific approach.



High Impact Data Analytics and Machine 
Learning - Bahamas Case Study

© TTEK Inc. 2020

Undervaluation
MisClassification
Misuse of Exemptions and Concessions
Customs Post-Clearance Audit + Domestic Tax Analytics = Joint Audits

Secret: Technology plus Agile Approach to delivery of business improvement
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Use Container Status Messages to identify irregular movements in the supply chain

Concept and background
Bill of Lading and Customs Declarations do not consistently provide perfect insight into 
the true country of origin or country of export of goods. A sea bill of lading will show 
the sea port of departure for the current vessel; but not necessarily previous vessels / 
transhipments, nor will capture if goods moved overland from another economy to a 
seaport. Smugglers and other bad actors use this limited visibility to commit crime.

Suggested Approach
Purchase and integrate some predictive models with a service that provides visibility 
of all container status messages (CSM’s) globally. ZATCA need the ability to search for 
any container number, and identify where it was laden and details of it’s current/ 
booked journey; including all transhipment points; and road/ rail movements. 
Compare consolidated CSM data with the contents of the related manifest, bills of 
lading and Customs declaration.

Key Risk Indicators of interest
Uneconomic shipping routes – Container routing that is more time consuming or 
costly than is typical for that route combination
Irregular shipping routes – Where a container deviates from a standard route; or is 
directed to another destination during it’s journey
Long dwell times in ports of weak security – An indicator for smuggling or seal 
tampering
Any uncommon source/ destination routing
Port or country of export different to that listed on the bill of lading
Container has travelled on a sanctioned vessel or suspicious vessel operator

Importance
Predictive modelling of CSM’s has proven to be extremely effective in 
identifying smuggling or other security threats. Given KSA’s strategic location 
in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf, where numerous incidents have occurred in 
the recent past; performing a CSM  based risk assessment of all containers 
entering strategic port’s pre-arrival would be seen as a high impact approach 
to mitigate various risks.

2

Collect – Establish domain awareness and supply chain visibility

Challenges
Procuring appropriate compute infrastructure and managing the 
development team to process millions of sets of CSM’s to develop a neural 
network to detect abnormal shipments.
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Concept and background
Traders may obscure a commodities country of origin to reduce 
duty payable by means of preferences. i.e. application of any free 
trade agreement. Importers will import goods with a country of 
origin declared within the free trade agreement; when the goods 
rules of origin are outside the applicable region. Training a model 
based on historical data would be a mistake in this case, as trader 
behaviour is already established, and the model will simply see 
these fraudulent shipments as normal trade.

Suggested Approach
Recommend using global trade repositories to develop 
comprehensive list of all global commodities exported by country 
of origin. This can be compared against incoming shipments at HS6 
level to determine if the commodities country of origin is 
statistically plausible.

Key Risk Indicators of interest
• Predicted Country of Origin based on commodity code
• Compared with country of origin
• Identify revenue foregone based on relative tax rules and tariff 

preference(s)
• Compare with container status messages to identify any rule 

correlation

Carnations from Zimbabwe imported to JEDDAH 
via The Netherlands

Car imported from North Korea (not South Korea)

Collect – Establish domain awareness and supply chain visibility

3 Country of Origin model using external reference data
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Concept and background
Traditional valuation databases cannot differentiate goods based on their precise brand/ 
category or quality. For many tariff codes there are a wide variety and price range of 
goods within one code. A high quality goods description; if analysed;  can differentiate 
goods based on brand and quality; however training using historical data has in-built  
national biases that will make the results inaccurate over time. 

Suggested Approach
Build commodity specific models using external reference data where possible. Examples 
could include vehicles (new and used) , steel rods, wheat, rice, fertiliser, cigarettes and 
tobacco etc. Global commodity prices, and commodity prices by country of origin can be 
found online and embedded into models. Develop web screen-scraping tools to 
automatically keep the data up-to-date. FOB values should be sources; and typical 
insurance and freight costs added by the model based on source and destination ports.
Use advanced natural language processing; cluster and topic modelling to determining if 
the declared information is statistically comparable to existing valuation models.

Key Risk Indicators of interest
• Valuation of goods based on accurate description, country of origin and regularly 

updated reference data
• Determination of revenue foregone based on tax paid – tax predicted due to new 

valuation
• Aggregate by exporter/ importer/ agent and commodity type to identify systemic 

patterns and abuse; for which dedicated risk rules can be developed.

Analyze – Valuation of Goods

PCA team highlighting the set 
of undervalued cars to 
develop site audit plan. 

5

Japanese car declared from 4 different countries of origin and 
using 3 different tariff codes.

Valuation of commodities model using external reference data
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Concept and background
Other Government agencies may grant exemptions to certain types of 
businesses or industry types to encourage the private sector to invest in 
preferred industries and stimulate economic activity in promoted areas. 
It is common for capital goods or raw materials used as inputs into the 
manufacturing process to be exempt from some duties and taxes. 
Sometimes it can be hard to determine precisely which commodities 
and companies that a specific exemption covers.

Suggested Approach
We have had previous success in analysing historical imports using SITC 
and BEC categorisations. SITC (Standard International Trade 
Classification) can be used to group commodities together into easy to 
understand groups that satisfy certain exemptions types. Conversely BEC 
(Broad Economic Categories) allows you to aggregate trade by inputs 
into the manufacturing process; consumer products, fuels and lubricants 
etc. BEC is a good way to identify misuse of trade and industry 
exemptions or similar.

Key Risk Indicators of interest
• Declaring finished product as an input into the manufacturing process
• Grouping commodities into logic sets across all sections of the tariff. 

i.e. Window frames can be spread across 3 tariff chapters depending 
on metal, wood or plastic frame.

• Identifying ‘green’ or environmentally friendly product
• Measuring fuel use in an industry (useful for broader company tax 

analytics)

Analyze – Possible Misuse of exemptions

6 Categorize imports based on predicted eligibility for various exemption types

BEC5 non-durable goods that were exempted from 
duty with a concession designed to encourage 
development of tourism/ resorts by exempting 
capital-costs.

Non-Durable Consumer goods imported under a 
concession designed to exempt duty from 
materials imported to reconstruct housing 
following a natural disaster..
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Develop transactional scorecards so that high risk trade can be checked; whilst rapidly 
facilitating low risk trade (1/2)

Concept and background
As analytics and models are statistical/ probabilistic in nature; they will 
never be 100% accurate in all cases. Therefore, when looking at risk; it’s 
not one model or indicator that’s important; it’s the combination and 
frequency of rule hits and model hits that help determine the riskiest 
transactions that are worthy of more thorough investigation. It’s worth 
noting that the goal here should not be to inspect everything; as it’s not 
possible; more to focus inspection resources time on transactions that 
will yield the most benefit in terms of revenue or ‘security’ threats.

Suggested Approach
Develop ensemble models that combine various models together. 
Note: commonly accepted practice dictates that well under 2% of trade 
should be subjected to physical inspection and under 20% should be 
scanned on entry. Consequently; thresholding transactional scorecard 
models using inspection results becomes critical important. The 
feedback loop (adapt) needs to be in-place and operational before 
models of this types should be considered.

Key Risk Indicators of interest
• All risks combined
• Highlight the trade that is truly of highest risk for further scrutiny or 

inspection
• Facilitate low risk trade (majority of transactions)

Act – Deliver transactional scorecards to stakeholders for immediate action 

7

Sample incoming shipments 
sorted by revenue related threats

Scorecard based on multiple 
information sources and threats 
types
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Develop transactional scorecards so that high risk trade can be checked; whilst rapidly 
facilitating low risk trade (2/2)

Act – Deliver transactional scorecards to stakeholders for immediate action 

7

Transactional scorecard sorted 
by predictive valuation threats
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